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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
By ZANÉL JORDAAN

want to turn back to noticing things when it

many more!

is wrong, reacting to something that is

We are constantly on the lookout for ways

unethical and speaking up against injustice.

in which we can improve the industry,

One way in which we encourage our

which is why our Forums are always busy

members to stay alert, is through our

and active, we constantly update our

training. Our expert speakers are devoted

resources, we offer ongoing, year-round

to the development of the industry and

training, and our team is always ready to

other

Exhibit A, load shedding. Yes, we all still

doing the right thing. As an attendee, you

assist.

day, I was

have the moan and the groan when those

are also taking a stand by upskilling

In Roald Dahl?s Matilda, Harry Wormwood

watching

a

lights switch off, but that quickly changes

yourself and staying up to date with fraud

snaps, ?I?m smart, you?re dumb; I?m big,

movie and as the family were about to

into action ? either a generator going on,

trends.

more

you?re little; I?m right, you?re wrong, and

leave the hotel room, I thought, ?aren?t

nearby candles, flashlights or solar lamps

awareness, and reach more people, you

there?s nothing you can do about it?. To all

they going to put on their masks??.

quickly being fixed up, and everyone

can nominate yourself or someone else as

the Harry Wormwoods out there, there is

Naturally, I had to laugh a little at the

knows precisely what to do. This is good,

a regional event speaker h er e .

A LOT that we can do about it.

silliness of the whole thing, then wasn?t

it means that we won?t crumble and die

sure

or

when the tv switches off for two and a

frightened. Impressed at how quickly we

half hours, but what is not good, is getting

adapted, how quickly we got used to our

used to our country?s economy and the

circumstances

Or

corruption that lead to load shedding,

frightened at how comfortable I have

and shrugging our shoulders in an ?it is

become with something so unnatural and

what it is? manner. Buy your generator or

abnormal. I wonder how many other

candles, but do not give in to condoning

things that are actually out of place,

corruption and unethical conduct.

unnatural, or downright wrong, just seem

Perhaps it is possible that doing the

commonplace once you become used to

wrong thing, or maybe turning a blind eye

The

if

I

should

and

be

impressed

moved

on.

it.

to it, has become so ?normal? that we do

I then came to the conclusion that being

not really notice it anymore. Here at the

adaptable is a valuable characteristic, but

ACFE SA, however, we make it our

what is even more valuable is being able

business to notice! In cahoots with our

to discern between when to adapt and

members, partners, sponsors and service

when not.

providers, we have eyes everywhere. We

If

you

want

to

create

We are proud to host our 15th consecutive
anti-fraud conference this year, which is a
major

event

in

the

industry

where

delegates come together for three days
and we make sure that they are equipped
to have all eyes and ears on the ground
when

the

leave

the

conference. Our

programme will be released soon, but in
the meantime here are a few things to look
forward to:
Keynote

speakers

that

include

Pravin

Gordhan and Prof. Patrick Lumumba.
Topics

that

address

cybersecurity,

investment fraud, section 205, misconduct,
blockchain
management,

technology,
forensic

fraud

risk

investigations,

ethical leadership, workplace culture and
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LETTER FROM
THE CEO
By JACO DE JAGER

DEAR M EM BERS
It sounds like a cliché but yes, a lot has happened during the first quarter of this year.

POPIA Code. More information on the IMBIZO discussions will be released for your

Not only are we waiting for the 16th of April to see if all lockdown regulations will really

attention within the next month or so.

come to an end, but we also noticed changes taking place within our industry and at

I am also proud to say that the ACFE SA has again been recognised by SAQA for a

government level where senior officials are asked to step down from the positions they

another 5-year term as a professional body. We had further successes in that the NQF 8

hold, new legislation came into effect, and where we see more and more questions

qualification approved by SAQA and the QCTO, can now formally be presented by the

being asked on the roles professionals and professional bodies play. This just

AFRICA Training Academy from the second half of the year. Keep an eye out for the

emphasises the fact that we live in an ever-changing environment with pressure coming

notifications that we will release relating to the registration process. To the AFRICA TA,

from management, shareholders, and even political spheres that we need to deal with

please keep a seat open for me too...

on a day-to-day basis.
Just like the season has changed from summer to autumn, so we expect things to keep
It now has become more important than ever before that you align yourself to be part of

changing in South Africa. As a profession, we are in the ideal position to progress with

a professional body, that you ensure that you are at the top of your profession and that

time and ensure that we are one step ahead of others. The upcoming ACFE Africa

you are recognised for being a specialist in your industry. More and more companies are

Conference gives you a further opportunity to learn from global industry leaders. Please

now demanding that professionals are employed to assist them in reducing their risks.

remember to register in time for the EARLY-BIRD discount which has been extended to

Just in the last week, two companies' board of directors had discussions with me during

the end of April 2022.

two separate meetings to see how our members can help them make the right decision
For those taking a break and making use of all the public holidays in April, drive safely.
at board level, protect the company by ensuring they become proactive, and ensure
Hope all our members make use of these holidays to reflect on why we are here on
good corporate governance in terms of King IV.
earth, the legacy that we hope to leave behind, and the importance of treasuring the
It was also clear at this year 's IMBIZO that companies are not only taking a

time we have with family and friends.

zero-tolerance approach verbally, but they also want to ensure that staff are able to play
Stay safe.
their A-Game ensuring they have the skills and tools to do so. The discussion this year,
therefore, focused on providing companies with tools to improve their internal skills,
work closely together with the DPCI and NPA, and rather draft a POPIA Guideline than a
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STANDARDS
Once the Professional Standardsare finalised and adopted, the respective committeeswill finalise the Academic
Standardslinked to the respective industries, thereby creating new career pathsand work opportunities.

ACFE SA
MOBILE
APP
UPDATE YOUR OWN

ACFE SA PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

M EM BERSHI P
-

Finalised

Pen Testing (NEW! )
Forensic Standards for Polygraph Examiners
Layered Voice Analysis (LVA)
Voice Stress Detection Standard
Health Fraud Examiner Standard
Forensic Document Examiner Standard
Digital Forensic Standards

DETAI LS!

QUI CK, EASY, I N STAN T!

Download the M em ber s app and
sign in using your ACFE SA account
details.

ACFE SA PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS
-

In
the process
of being
finalised

Forensic Fire Investigator Standard
Fingerprints Standard
Technical Surveillance Counter
M easure Standard
ISO standards for Whistleblow ing
Anti-M oney Laundering Standard
Accident reconstruction

ACFE SA ACADEMIC
STANDARDS
In
the process of being
finalised -

Scan QR Code t o dow n load OR click on on e of t h e bu t t on s below :

Health Fraud
Examiner Standard
Forensic Document
Examiner Standard

ACFE SA PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
-

STEP 1

Forensic Accounting Standards and Qualifying Criteria

STEP 2

STEP 3

GET/ OPEN t h e app w it h icon below :

ENJOY!

Openfor
comments

Ch eck you r m em ber det ails an d
easily u pdat e an y n ew in f or m at ion .

NEW LY PROPOSED STANDARDS/ FORUMS
-

Data Analytics - In the development process
8
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LOCAL &
I N TERN ATI ON AL
N ETWORK

40 EXPERT
SPEAKERS

VI RTUAL EXHI BI TI ON

The An n u al ACFE Af r ica Con f er en ce & Exh ibit ion , is recognised as the lar gest an t i-f r au d even t in Af r ica, and the second largest in the world. It is a platform for f r au d f igh t er s to come
together, learn, educate and network in order to stay up to date with the lat est f r au d t r en ds and how to combat it. If you are a fraud fighter looking to expand your n et w or k , sk illset an d
k n ow ledge to a next level, join us at the 15t h An n u al ACFE Af r ica Con f er en ce an d Exh ibit ion where you will meet close to 1 000 lik e-m in ded pr of ession als from across the globe.

M EM BERS

Pravin Gordhan | Keynot e Speaker

ERT
P
S
EX
R
E
AK
E
P
S

Early-bird Rate: R6 500.00
Standard Rate: R7 500.00
NON-M EM BERS

TOPIC
Does the Current Political Landscape
Create Opportunities to Fight or Commit
Fraud?

Early-bird Rate: R8 000.00
Standard Rate: R8 500.00

3 DAYS,
GROUP BOOKING5+

3 TRACKS

M em ber s
Early-bird Rate: R6 000.00
Standard Rate: R6 350.00

Prof. Pat rick Lumumba | Keynot e Speaker

20 C
PEs

Non -m em ber s

TOPIC

Early-bird Rate: R7 300.00
Standard Rate: R7 800.00

Africa is exploited/crippled by first world
countries for their riches which goes
hand-in-hand with corruption. When is enough,
enough?

GROUP BOOKING 35+
R5 000.00 per delegate
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CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
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2022 REGIONAL EVENTS
SOUTH AFRI CA

IMBIZO

AFRI CA

CENTRAL:

NAM IBIA:

14 April 2022

12 April 2022

CAPE TOWN:

ESWATINI:

19 May 2022

10 May 2022

EASTERN CAPE:

ZAM BIA:

09 June 2022

28 June 2022

GAUTENG:

ZIM BABWE:

1 July 2022

12 July 2022

CYBER:

In 2020, the Imbizo was the last event we hosted before shifting to virtual events due to Covid-19,
this year, the Imbizo was the first in-person event we hosted since and we thank every person for
their time and commitment to the anti-fraud and Forensic industry.

14 July 2022

Our mission here is to provide a community environment in which local forensic examination
practitioners can associate. The ACFE SA Chapter is a collection of individuals in South Africa from
all industries and professions, who all have a single goal in mind; the reduction of fraud and
white-collar crime in South Africa.
To achieve our mission, it was decided to bring the major role players of the industry together for

COST

an annual ?Imbizo?to address critical issues in the prevention and resolution of white-collar crime.

Members: R180.00 VAT Incl.
Non-members: R250.00 VAT Incl.

We thank this year 's speakers for their contribution: Jaco de Jager, De Wet Ferreira, Colonel MB
Monyane, Adv. Ronél de Jager and Servaas du Plessis, all ensured that the topics enable the ACFE
to work towards its goal of preventing and resolving white-collar crime.

sponsorship opportunities

The following topics were discussed: Section 205 Feedback, PSiRA and Formal Regulation;
Collaboration between the Public and the Private Sector to Improve Outcomes of the Criminal
Justice System; POPI, Codes of Conduct - Moving Forward with Conduct; Collaboration Between

more info

speaker nomination

Public and Private Sector - The Way Forward.
We look forward to keep working on solving problems, finding new opportunities and building a
brighter future. As we progress, we will keep you updated and we hope that we can add value to
the anti-fraud industry.

Contact Anita Nel at anita@acfesa.co.za for more information.
12
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By KATLEHO SEQAPOTSA

CONGRATULATIONS!
CORPORATE AWARDS OF THE YEAR

2021
GALA & AWARDS

AGSA
(Corporate Company - Public Sector)
SARS
(Corporate Company - Public Sector)
MMI
(Corporate Company - Private Sector)

Ah, the ACFE SA Gala and Awards ceremony.
Forensic professionals seldom receive the

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS OF THE YEAR

acclaim they deserve for the achievements

Piet er Alber t s
(Advocacy)

and milestones reached against the scourge
of fraud and white-collar crime. This brings
us to what this evening was and is all about,

Asash an du k i Rabali
(CFE)

celebrating and giving praise to those who
have dedicated their lives to ensure justice

M oh am m ed Jah ed
(Junior CFE)

prevails in the midst of greed and corruption.
Due to the unfortunate surge in COVID-19 cases
towards the end of 2021, the event was
postponed to the 25th of February 2022 and
boy, was this not a night to remember! Held at
Loft at Nine in Menlo Park, guests were
welcomed to complimentary gifts and a gin bar.
We took the phrase "grab the bull by the horns"
a lot more seriously this time around as the
theme of the evening was ' a little bit country ' . I
bet if a stranger had walked in, they would have
probably assumed they stumbled upon a Wild
West filming set!

Den ieve Lu k e
(CFE Top Achiever - South Africa)
Robin Oelof sen
(CFE Top Achiever - South Africa)
Fr an cis M ilam bo
(CFE Top Achiever ? AFRICA Overall Top Achiever)

Nevertheless, it was a great evening. We were
treated to a live performance by Pretoria-based
Blue Billy Folk and brass band, Georgetown and
The Moonies, with the DJ playing some great
country songs in-between... thankfully, nobody
danced their boots off.
Having said that, we would like to extend a word
of gratitude to everyone who took the time off
to attend the event. Furthermore, we would also
like to thank our 14th Annual Conference
sponsors; PwC, SAS, ACCA, Unisa and AGSA.
Finally, a big thank you to the ACFE SA team for
putting it all together, I take my hat off to you.
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REGIONAL COM M ITTEE
OF THE YEAR

GET YOUR
QUALITY
ASSURANCE
ASSESSMENT

The ACFE SA Regional Committees assist the ACFE SA throughout the year to host events,
promote the ACFE SA, grow membership and improve the overall success of the organisation. Each
committee and each committee member serving on one of the committees dedicate their time and
effort to the ACFE SA for their entire two-year term. The ACFE SA team recognises the hard work that
goes into running a Regional Committee and this year 's winner is definitely worthy.

This committee went above and beyond to ensure that the events they hosted took place with great
success, they assisted in marketing the 14th annual conference, they appointed the first Regional
Shadow Committee which is functioning as a mentorship programme, and overall support to the ACFE
SA is top class.

In cr ease t h e et h ics, pr of ession alism
an d com pet en ce of you r Fr au d
Exam in er s an d Fr au d Exam in at ion
Fu n ct ion

Download Brochure

4 PHASES OF THE ASSESSM EN T
PHASE ONE

CONGRATULATIONS
PRETORI A REGI ON AL COM M I TTEE
16

Planning and
reviewing the
Fraud
Examination
functions working papers,
files, compliance
plan and
application of the
methodology

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

Execution ?
survey
distribution;
individual
engagements
with employees,
management,
board of directors
and audit
committee ?
result analysis

Formulate the
report and
recommendations
to align with
international
standards and
best practices
-team
validation/review
sign-off and
certification

Client
presentation

CONTACT: Minette Niemann at
17

minette@acfesa.co.za

The front cover left little doubt about the

residence.

report?s main theme. It displayed the hand
of

a

puppet

master

manipulating

Time magazine named her one of the 100

his

most influential people in 2014, calling her

strings while the South African flag flapped
in the background.

?an inspirational

(See State of Capture

public officers need to be.? She?s also the

Report, news24, Nov. 24, 2016.)
Inside, the report
India-born

THULI MADONSELA

used

their

close

then-President

Jacob

Sou t h Af r ica's Th u lisile M adon sela w as f eat u r ed on t h e cover of t h e ACFE In t er n at ion al
Fraud Magazine af t er w in n in g t h e Cr essey Aw ar d in 2021.

influence

hiring

We h ave r epu blish ed h er ar t icle below.

the

recipient of the ACFE?s 2021 Cressey Award,

catalogued

brothers ?

how three
had

achievement

relationship

with

deterrence

of

to

allegedly

this year via Zoom, she?d just been awarded

business.

a French knighthood.

The

firms

such

tentacles

as consultant
software

wrongdoing.

of

the

Guptas?

McKinsey

and

giant

SAP

in

Unmasking of chronic corruption in South Africa

the Financial

Pilling and Joseph Cotterill, Nov. 30, 2017,
Times,

and

How the Gupta Brothers

State

military,

politicians

corporations,

corruption

of

etc.

through

public

officials

? Collins

English Dictionary
as

office

the

justice

at

University, just outside Cape

at the highest level of government

are still

rippling

society

through

South

a South

African

of chronic

corruption

in the

country.
Corruption of this type, of course, is hardly

she

in

was

about

October

2016

public

protector,

national

ombudsperson,
released
?State

to

leave

as
a

South
type

of

investigation

topped

roller-coaster
as public

accolades

a 355-page

report

determination

a

real

between

state

been

out

a

tenure

2009

for

her

bravery

funds

at

Petrobras.

small incidences of fraud and corruption ?

of upgrades at the president?s own private

in

Transparency

Corruption

2020

index.

bribery, kickbacks and misappropriation

in exposing both large and

underbelly of corruption in her country.

countries

after its notorious ?Car Wash? probe into

and

including a probe into the excessive costs

180

69

Brazil, which springs to mind, stands at 94

and

blockbuster that threw a bright light on the

of

International?s

2016. During that time, she won worldwide

?Thuli?

?

had

and groundbreaking

protector

Thulisile

Capture?

what

into

state-owned
(See

oil

Corruption

of

company
Perceptions

Index, Transparency International.)
Even

so, the South

estimates
18

social

unique to South Africa, which ranked
Madonsela?s
capture

Africa?s

entitled

the

of

Africa Using Bribes Instead of Bullets, by

Madonsela

by

chair

a

the extent

Karan Mahajan,Vanity Fair, March 3, 2019.)

gain

holds

and

angered by, and now very much aware of,

Capture:

Hijacked

is now a law professor

Town. But the impact of her investigations

(See Jacob Zuma, the Guptas

STATE OF CAPTURE

Madonsela

Stellenbosch

its

and the selling of South Africa, by David

personal

a

contracts and garner benefits for the family

German

for

was

keynote speaker at the 32nd Annual ACFE

on fraud and a founding father of the ACFE, Dr. Donald R. Cressey (1919-1987).

St at e capt u r e: the illicit control of the state

Madonsela

and

down to speak to Fraud Magazine earlier

and had implicated reputable international

Just

fraud.

detection

companies to win

Established in 1989, the Cressey Award is the ACFE's highest honor. It is bestowed annually for a lifetime of achievement

Th u lisile ?Th u li? M adon sela h as pr obably
don e m or e t h an an y sin gle per son in
Sou t h
Af r ica
t o bu st
t h e lid of f
w idespr ead f r au d an d cor r u pt ion du r in g
t h e t er m of f or m er Pr esiden t
Jacob
Zu m a. Sh e speak s t o Fraud Magazine
abou t h er exper ien ces du r in g t h at t im e
an d w h at m or e n eeds t o be don e.

of

the

Global Fraud Conference. And when she sat

business empire had reached far and wide

BY PAUL KILBY; ILLUSTRATIONS BY JONATHAN BARTLETT

in

and

directors of state-owned

ministers

The Cressey Award

in the detection and deterrence of fraud. The Cressey Award is named in honor of one of the country's foremost experts

which is bestowed annually for a lifetime of

the Guptas ?

Zuma

example of what African

19

African

government

that about 500 billion rand, or

about

$30 billion, was pilfered

from the

not

on

my

state during Zuma?s time in office between

remembering

2009 and 2018. In 2018, Zuma was forced

appointed

to

of

protector

by

established

step

down

impeachment

under
and

was

then-deputy

president

who

prioritized

has

corruption.

the

threat

replaced

Cyril

Ramaphosa,

stamping

out

for Graft, Ramaphosa

when

her
?

says

Madonsela,

Zuma

to

the

himself

post

of

first
public

one of six state institutions
in

the

1990s

to

protect

democracy and that are independent of the
government

(See South Africa?s ANC Takes

Responsibility

radar,?

and subject only to the South

African Constitution and other laws.

Says,

Back

by S?thembile Cele, Bloomberg, April 28.)

then,

the

Operations,

set

Directorate
up

in 1999

of

Special

and

better

known as the Scorpions, played a big role

a string of whistleblowers,

in crushing corruption, making high-profile

ways

to

combat

it

have

become

never-ending

source

of

among

Africans

concerned

South

and
a

raids on high-ranking

conversation

their fledgling democracy.

ruling

about

African

officials

National

within

Congress

party. However, it was disbanded

And the Zondo

and replaced

the

(ANC)
in 2008

with the Directory

for High

Commission, the public enquiry established

Priority Crime Investigation, or Hawks. (See

in

SA abolishes crime-fighting

2018

at

investigate
corruption

Madonsela?s

allegations

of

request
state

to

capture,

23, 2008,

and fraud, is now part of the

South

daily news stream.

an obscure academic
off

Africa:

unit, BBC, Oct.

Countering
the

rise

corruption

and

fall

of

in
the

Moses Montesh, Sabinet

and

term ?

are

common

?During the time of President

Zuma, the

Hawks didn?t do much hawking, and the

and corruption

anti-corruption

(a

abound, ranging from the

colloquialism

businessman

connections

who
to

?tenderpreneur ?

uses

secure

his

Sizwe

song

about

political

Mpofu-Walsh

?

capture.

State

fell

on

the

public

(See

the average

?That is what attracted me to the role: the
interface

of

social

justice

and

economic

good

I handled

on my own

pro bono

South

Dialogue, encouraged

YouTube.)

Her

Pr ot ect in g t h e pu blic

pitch

already
vindicate

?When I went into this job, corruption was
20

African

their

helping
rights

Women

in

Madonsela to apply.

to Madonsela
been

nonprofit

was that
South

informally

she?d

Africans
through

corruption

and justice

against

in one of Madonsela?s

dubbed

?Pipes

to

early cases

Nowhere.?

She

discovered that David Shongwe, the former

in

municipal manager of the Nala municipality

hand

with

social

justice.

Before

becoming public protector, Madonsela had

in the Free State, had illegally awarded a

already enjoyed an illustrious career as a

sewerage tender to a company that failed

lawyer and advocate for the downtrodden.

to complete

In the 1990s she had joined the Centre for

sewage spilling into homes and left local

Applied

communities

Legal Studies

where she focused

at Wits University,

on labor

issues and

absence

worked with women in trade unions.
After

Nelson

Mandela

first

post-apartheid

the work.

reliant

become

in

buckets
(See

working

children

on

on site and found
were

dying

from

bucket system,? she says.

Constitution,

which
1996,
the

and

South

was
other

country?s

(See Thuli Madonsela?s

African

ratified
laws

Such

in

consequences,

that

politicians

democracy.

biography,

bid)

World

the first woman

to

has

says

award

to use the

far-reaching

Madonsela.

tenders

well-connected

When

(invitations
but

to

unqualified

bidders who use the money for their own

Justice Project.)
Madonsela,

corruption

many

tuberculosis

equality and human rights. She also had a
the

Ex-council

a great

because they were continuing

drafting

the

for fraud, by Baldwin

laws and policies regarding such issues as

in

in

?It sounds funny, but it is not because we
went

closely with the government

on

in

Ndaba, IOL, July 26, 2013.)

South

president

This resulted

of flush toilets.

manager blacklisted

1994, Madonsela set up her own company,

strengthened

the

how

corruption and fraud has always gone hand

operating

of

of

for every Gogo Dlamini became abundantly
clear

the fight

who lacks the

or knowledge

That link between

just bad administration."
for Madonsela

means

for

Sew age pipes t o n ow h er e

that a whole load of suffering came from

Indeed,

grandmother

Dlamini? in

sophisticated systems work.

administration,? says Madonsela. ?With the
cases

(?Grandmother

she calls

the Sotho language) ? her description

December

officer

whom

impact on this front.

available in 2009, Marthe Muller, the chief

organization

Capture,

became

person

Gogo Dlamini

hand

When the job of public protector

government

state

work

protector,? recalls Madonsela.

contracts), to activist Sizwe Mpofu-Walsh?s
hip-hop

for the ordinary

protector would allow her to have a larger

Africa?s

March 1, 2012.)

have been

today

African Journals,

parlance. And cultural references to fraud

homegrown

and the job of public

Scorpions and Hawks, by Joey Berning and

Expressions such as state capture ? once

dusted

and

agencies,

before becoming public protector, I realized

Thanks to Madonsela?s efforts, and those of
corruption

various

pleasure, ordinary people are left to suffer.
to hold the

It

also

drains

limited

state

resources

position of public protector, saw the job as

needed to improve the lot of South Africans

an opportunity to expand access to justice

and for sustainable development.
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?By the time you discover the problem, the

Secure in Comfort.

money has been eaten,? says Madonsela.

Where was the money coming from and

?It undermines social justice because if you
are looking

at housing,

and health ?

who had approved

water, electricity

undue

all services provided by the

government ? they are mostly used by the
poor and less affluent.

If those services

cannot be developed because the money is

influence

being

companies.

York Times, June 16, 2015.)

funds this way? Had the funds to revamp

what was required for Zuma?s security, that

Zuma?s

there

transferred

from

projects? And why are

was

management
dearth

residence that will no longer belong to the

over

These kinds of stories have been repeated

government

expenditures

over and over again in South Africa, and

list goes on.

Madonsela
cases

investigated

involving

a whole range of

low-level

But bigger cases were yet to

come

would

and

put

Madonsela?s

fight

against corruption on the global map.
Nk an dla h it s t h e h eadlin es
Not long after then-President

Zuma started

upgrading his private residence in Nkandla
in August
security

2009

for what

purposes,

the

he said
South

were

African

adding

(See

Zuma?s

R65m

Nkandla

splurge,

or

?

including

and

sitting around the table with people and
showing them the law and asking to work
together. In the end, it worked.?

a

Madonsela?s

for goods

that

our soft power,

caught

calm demeanor

perpetrators

has at times

off guard

and

has

overall

proven to be a useful a type of soft power

were excessive and caused a

when she tried to extract information from

value

of public funds, unduly

to the

president?s

state officials during the Nkandla enquiry.

private

?Because

those conversations

were very

his private Nkandla residence. And in early

?There were issues around excessiveness,

expectation

2014,

and lack of compassion,

amicable as well, but for us the outcome

Madonsela

released

a

443-page

because some of

there

may

have

that the outcome

been

an

would

be

report called ?Secure in Comfort? on the

the money had been taken away from an

was only going to be determined

upgrade

urban renewal project that was supposed

and the law,? says Madonsela. ?As soon as

initial 65 million rand to the estimated final

to rehabilitate the inner city in Durban, plus

we

cost

Nkandla), they realized that things were not

whose costs ballooned

of

around

findings

caused

246

million

a media

from an

rand.

The

create

firestorm.

(See

says Madonsela.

youth

and

employment

had

the

preliminary

by facts

report

(on

going in the right direction or the direction

of upgrades
?

a

opportunities,?

asked Zuma to determine

amphitheater,

by

them

amicable,

security

on the renovations.

had meetings, leveraging

supply-chain

tenders
?

bully

property. (See Secure in Comfort.)

a report

being spent

rand

didn?t

into Zuma?s use of state funds to renovate

cost

money

prescripts

500,000

Madonsela

the large sums of

of

of competitive

newspaper Mail & Guardian came out with
questioning

lack

misappropriation

This resulted in an 18-month investigation

government

corruption.

once Zuma leaves office? The

a

?We

subpoena them,? says Madonsela. ?We just

several parts of the project went beyond

state funds being used to upgrade a private

been appointed, they are left on the ledge.?

The New

Department of Public Works to allocate the

been

on

From Itself? by Alexis Okeowo,

The public protector ?s office concluded that

residence

placed

from institutions such as banks and phone

the

other much-needed

being misused or the wrong people have

the funding? Was any

Can Thulisile Madonsela Save South Africa

that

didn?t

including

a

they understood

the

pertain

to

pool,

an

was a whole lot of public vitriol unleashed.?
Shortly

center

?

and

pay

thereafter,

Madonsela

and

her

family started receiving death threats. The

a cattle kraal (or enclosure)

visitor ?s

it should go, and there

intelligence

a

services

also

spread

rumors

Mandy Rossouw, Mail & Guardian, Dec. 4,

percentage back to the state. Zuma ignored

that she was a spy, she says. This was a

2009.)

the request.

tactic

As media reports about excessive spending

St ay calm an d car r y on

on the Nkandla
the subsequent

residence
years ?

emerged

over

During

amid denials of

any wrongdoing by the government

faced

? the

and

project, according

questions

about

to Madonsela?s

several

difficulty

public protector ?s office received a flood of
complaints

the Nkandla

of convincing

constitution

the

binding

gave

powers

the
to

country?s

enquiry,

challenges,

Madonsela

not

on

Bulelani

first national

Ngcuka,

director

the

of public

prosecutions

when in the late 1990s he

investigated

Zuma

?

then

the

deputy

least

the

president of the ANC ? for corruption. (See

people

that

the

Apartheid

public

protector

request

spy smear

rebounds,

by Rory

Carroll, The Guardian, Jan. 21, 2004.)

information

report,
22

used

23

Ngcuka

accused

Zuma

of taking

bribes

connections

between

from French defense firm Thales. The case

Gupta families,

was dropped, but the charges have since

three

been reinstated, and the former president

Rajesh

was expected

appointments

to stand trial in May. Both

Gupta

contacts

(See

contract

Arms

deal

corruption

South African ex-President

trial

against

Zuma to start in

they

really

been

(See

Bulelani

Ngcuka,?

says

win

to

that the

influenced

supply

cabinet

including

coal

electricity

and its accomplices? wrongdoing.

utility

legal

bid

Madonsela

a

to

intelligent

Cotterill,

the

Financial

life

the

Eskom.

Oct.

blood

of

ineptitude

Africa

are

still

While

the

country?s Protected Disclosures Act of 2000

13,

lays out a framework and some protections

plundering

his career had been killed."

and illicit connections during the 2009-2018

farm near the town of Vrede to help poor

who both blew the lid on corruption

term

black farmers. The farm had been left in

influence

disarray.

money

company Trillian, helped Madonsela in her

stood

vindicated.

her

ground

and

was

highest court ruled that Zuma had violated

back expenses
upgrading

after he refused
incurred

to pay

features

at

had
on

(See

Gupta

wedding

peddling

saga: KPMG responds to audit

efforts to lay out evidence of state capture

Brothers

watchdog

probe, by Alec Hogg, Biznews,

that eventually led to the downfall of Zuma.

Who

Bought

Campbell

South
and

Africa,

Franz

by

Wild,

July 2, 2017.)
The

(See

Guptas

also

allegedly

used

sidebar:

the

whistle

for

paid back more than

the upscale Sun City resort in South Africa

contracts to expand their business empire

and scandals, narrowly survived a vote of

on

brought

the

the

in iron

no confidence in 2017, but he was forced to

upgrades. (See South Africa?s

public?s

plain

a

sectors.

spent

sight.

The

into

family

used

ore, coal, railways
Accounting

awarding

of

Zuma, tarnished by corruption

and uranium
firm

KPMG,

and

German

software

pays

raising questions about how and why the

some

Guptas could do this. (See Who was on the

McKinsey Feel the Heat Over South Africa

chronology

Gupta wedding plane? by Peter Fabricius,

Graft

(DW).)

IOL, May 1, 2013.)

Nhlanhla

over

Nkandla

row,

by

Aljazeera, Sept. 12, 2016.)
St at e capt u r e an d t h e Gu pt as
allegations
to widen

of

corruption

were

the cracks appearing

presidency.

Later

in

Madonsela launched her investigation
revolving

around

the event,

in

2016,

24

way

in the

Scandal,

by

Gumede

scandal.

Mike
and

(See

Cohen,
Paul

BloombergQuint,

been

Th e im por t an ce of pr even t ion

partly

funded

through

laundered

had won to run a government-funded

the close

firm SAP were all implicated

It was later reported that the wedding had

money obtained from a tender the family

into

McKinsey

dairy

allegations

resign in early 2018 after the ANC said it

stars and guests to celebrate

$500,000

? court,

Guptas? influence

and the improper

BBC News, March 31, 2016 and Jacob Zuma

state capture

?Whetting

whistleblowers)

their

consultancy

Zuma?s

Gupta-linked

laundering

nearby air force base to fly in Bollywood

about

the

influence

Jacob Zuma breached constitution

Further

at

and

A 2013 wedding for the brothers? niece in

of the public money

non-security

they

and Bianca Goodson,

that

same year, Zuma
$500,000

whom

Bloomberg, Nov. 9, 2017.)

his

Nkandla residence. And in September

with

as Mosilo Mothepu

such

his rocky path to the presidency. (See The

Matthew

by the state for

non-security

Zuma,

areas, she says. Brave whistleblowers

bribes

carefully cultivated a close relationship

In March 2016, South Africa?s

the constitution

of

through

of

it falls short in other

apartheid, and by the time he was cleared,

coffers

accused

injustice? but

The

state

stood

and

against

?They [accused] him of being a spy during

Madonsela

brothers

struggle

inadequate.

for whistleblowing,

Gupta

our

?the

says that protections for tipsters in South

2016.)

Madonsela.

and

has called whistleblowers

corruption,

to block

Times,

also played a

vital role in uncovering the Gupta family?s

from official

business,

launches

Nations. And whistleblowing

Ajay, Atul and

and benefited

to

Zuma

?

according to the ACFE?s 2020 Report to the

release of state capture report, by Joseph

intelligence officers, I would have ended up
like

had

state-controlled

May, by Reuters staff, Feb. 23, 2021.)
?Had

and accusations

brothers

?

Zuma and Thales deny any wrongdoing.

the Zuma and the

would

in

back

proposed

KPMG,

South

Arabile

Vecchiatto,

another

by an
Africa?s
of

no-confidence

vote

opposition

party.

President

Zuma:

scandal,

Deutsche

(See
A

Welle

At a cr ossr oads

Sept. 20, 2017.)
The ANC, the party celebrated

Tips are by far the most

common

for leading

South Africa out of the oppression
way

of the

apartheid system, is now facing an internal

organizations discover occupational frauds,

struggle. President
25

Cyril Ramaphosa,

who

replaced

Zuma

in 2018,

has vowed

to

M eet in g con st it u t ion al

sweep the system clean of graft, but some
have undermined
has

asked

South

those efforts. The party

members

facing

frustrated

corruption

charges to step aside until their cases were
resolved,
have

but dozens of midlevel

ignored

such

guidance.

officials

And

party

general

Sekgobelo

?Ace?

of

the

ANC,

Elias

who

both

Magashule,

are

think we have done enough to educate our

growing

by the inequities

increasingly

Top

A.N.C.

Official

Charged

law

CFE, CPA ? is crucial. ?In a system like ours,

social

when

and

fundamental

Africans

human

The majority

feel democracy

who

now

corruption,

faces

racketeering

laundering,

disobeyed

charges
and

a

Commission.

(See South Africa?s president

fights

party

own

over

corruption,

Africa?s

Constitution,

South

African

team

quits

ex-President
ahead

of

Zuma?s

corruption

(including

his alleged

involvement

Vrede dairy farm case mentioned

important,? says Madonsela.
For Madonsela,

people.

to be consequence management."

world.? The late U.S. Supreme Court Justice

corruption creeps in.?

the document

as a ?deliberate
instrument

the

South

African

constitution

so

the harsh

equates the situation

to how

skills might

use an iPhone.

earlier),

resolved. (See ?Top A.N.C. Official Charged
With Corruption in South Africa.?)
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fight

when

a person who lacks technical

down from his post until investigations are

?let?s

because

Madonsela

has defied ANC policy by refusing to step

thinks,

admirable constitution in the history of the

So, why the vast gulf between

in the

?Everyone

corruption,? but I found it is better to start

to start

ethics

fail

with ethics

that

is when

Second,

Madonsela

consequence

advocates

management

for

not only as a

And in what is a controversial

move at a

cure but also as a preventative measure. As

time

have

an example of this, she cites how Malawi?s

when

tolerance

South
for

corruption,

Africans

any

type

Madonsela

of

little

fraud

or

President

also favors some

Lazarus

amnesty for lower-ranking officials as a way

minister

to ?detoxify the system so we can properly

fraudulently

reset.?

coronavirus

corruption

and connect

cases

that

connected

a whole

army of people to succeed. It would also
weed out corrupt

individuals

in firing his labor

arresting
using

19

funds

relief. Chakwera

officials

for

slated

for

sacked

the

from a COVID fund and said that anyone

the dots in

required

and

recently

labor minister for spending less than $800

are more likely to obtain firsthand evidence
of wrongdoing

Chakwera

showed no compunction

By doing this, Madonsela says, prosecutors

crimes

that first means investing

in ethics training and the hiring of ethical

6, 2012.)

trial,

are absolutely

when corruption creeps in.?

legal

Magashule, who?s also being charged with
other

periodic reviews. ?Like a manual

and deterrence

it is better

realities of South Africans? day-to-day lives

and

prevention

I found

?the

and the values set out in the constitution?
fraud

doctors,

most

draft,

much? Joshua Keating, Foreign Policy, Feb.

Reuters, April 22, 2021.)

kickbacks,

like

with ethics because when ethics fail that is

like

Mogomotsi Magome, AP, Feb. 19, 2021 and

and,

?Everyone thinks, ?let?s fight corruption,? but

helped

which

rights.? (See Why does Ruth Bader Ginsburg

by

out

people in the right positions, and there has

of government that embraced basic human

Court ruling to appear before the Zondo

undergo

start

ethics

she says. ?You (also) have to put the right

attempt to have a fundamental

Constitutional

they

and

for them, by Janet Heard, Daily

described

money

in constitutional

for a new system you need to train people,?

Madonsela

of

its politicians

is not

Ruth Bader Ginsburg was also a fan and
Zuma,

and

course

South

The New York Times, March 25, 2021.)

fraud

constitution founded on democratic values,

U.S. legal scholar Cass Sunstein has called

Corruption in South Africa, by Monica Mark,

of

founder and Chairman Dr. Joseph T. Wells,

Maverick, April 18, 2021.)

With

prevention

to take a short

fought to topple the apartheid regime and

(See

the

to require

working

Africans, are also defying the authorities.

Indeed,

that fails to meet the ideals set out by a

of South

still have a popular following among South

politicians."

corruption ? one of the key tenets of ACFE

justice

of a system

Pr even t ion is k ey

Madonsela makes the case for South Africa

rights. (See Thuli Madonsela:

leaders such as Zuma and the powerful
security

Africans

goals

fraudulently

money

would

Malawi

President

Over

who?d have

to

COVID

face

using

COVID

consequences.

Fires

Funds,

Cabinet

by Lameck

(See

Minister
Masina,

VOA, April 19, 2021.)

otherwise remained in their positions and

?I always take shoddy pictures when I do

would likely be repeat offenders given that

?South

selfies,? she says. ?You could argue that

they?re often living beyond their means. ?I

thing. Wrong is wrong,? says Madonsela.

there is something wrong with my iPhone,

am more concerned about the system itself

?When

but the truth is that there is nothing wrong

because

cows, they are less likely to get involved in

with my iPhone. There is something wrong

and go, but the system

with the person using the iPhone. ? I don?t

uphold as it is here to stay,? she says.

politicians

and high-flyers

come

is supposed

to

Africa will have to do the same

people

know

there

are no

holy

wrongdoing."
Third,
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the former

public

protector

says

term

limits

in

departments

government

might

posts

be another

way

or

firsthand

to

being

avert corrupt practices.
Finally,

prevention

means

questions

investigators

and tricks of the trade. Madonsela

On-Point

conduct

on

contracts

awarded

to

Engineering,

Julius Malema

during

the

questions

Zondo

inquiry,

a firm

owned

investigation

investigations,?

and

And if someone

she says.

knowing

the answers.

gives the wrong answer,

you point to the documentary evidence.?

by

The Zondo commission

who at the time was the

ANC?s youth leader. ?Everything

these

?You have to ask questions having done the

in a

improper

management

watched

for the sake of asking. It just

prolongs

recalls

how her team had hit a roadblock
into

asked

she

which is now in its third year. ?You can?t ask

should be clued up on the latest schemes

probe

when

is expected to end

this year. It?s been a consistent

was done

public?s attention as over 270 witness have

look at was the scoring,? she says.

walked through its doors to testify about

team discovered

her

and fraud at the highest levels

rules related to the commissioning of affidavits could be relaxed in certain circumstances.

was less than five months old, but the bid

?With the commission

document

lot,? says Madonsela.

experience.

claimed

it had nine years of

(See Public Protector ?s

on Malema-linked

In the recent High Court judgment of Knuttel NO and Others v Shana and Others (GJ)
(unreported case no 38683/2020, 27-8-2021) (Katzew AJ), the court had to decide whether the

of South African society.

that the engineering firm

By THEO STEYN

the

by the book, but what we (really) needed to

After getting a tip from a journalist,

1 DECEMBER, 2021

news item

in the local media and has gripped

corruption

COMMISSIONING
OF OATHS IN THE
ST
21 CENTURY

report

disregard

tender, Politicsweb, Oct.

?There is a systemic

of rules, a systemic problem

corruption,

10, 2012.)

we have learned a

and

we

need

to

fix

of
and

The deponent to the founding affidavit was infected with COVID-19 at the time of deposing and
certain extraordinary steps were taken for the commissioning of the oath. The question that
essentially had to be answered was whether there was substantial compliance with the
requirements for the commissioning of the oath to the founding affidavit and whether the

acknowledge that."

extraordinary steps taken for the commissioning constituted substantial compliance with the
?You have to look at the new ways people

Madonsela?s Thuma Foundation, which she

are beating the system and be trained in

set up to make democracy work for all, is

picking them up,? Madonsela says.

working on what she calls an M Plan ?

a

Marshall Plan for social justice and equality.

Training for fraud investigators is vital, says

requirements for the commissioning of oaths.
The respondents principally complained that the founding affidavit was not signed by the
deponent in the presence of the Commissioner of Oaths (the commissioner) and that this
conflicted with the Regulations Governing the Administering of an Oath or Affirmation (the

Madonsela, who when she first started as

?My

with

Regulations), which were made by the Minister of Justice in terms of s 10(1)(b) of the Justices of

public protector attended training courses

like-minded

the

gap

the Peace and Commissioners of Oaths Act 16 of 1963 (the Act). The Act empowers the

in England

her

between

promises

and

minister to make regulations prescribing the form and manner in which an oath or affirmation

the

reality because I do think we are sitting on

shall be administered, and a solemn or attested declaration shall be taken, when not

forensic side. Selby Baqwa, South Africa?s

a time bomb if we don?t deal with that,? she

prescribed by any other law. Regulation 3(1) requires that a deponent shall sign the declaration

first public protector, set up that system,

says.

in the presence of the commissioner.

investigative

and Canada
skills,

to sharpen

especially

on

greatest

desire
people

is
to

to
bridge

the constitutional

work

but many lawyers in South Africa still lack
expertise in basic interrogation

The legal practitioner on behalf of the applicant deposed to a separate affidavit wherein he

techniques,
Paul

she says.

Kilby

Magazine.
Madonsela

saw

this

lack

of

is

editor-in-chief

of

Fraud

gave a detailed explanation of the steps taken by him to ensure substantial compliance with

Contact him at pkilby@ACFE.com.

training
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the requirements in reg 3(1) and to ensure that the deponent to the founding affidavit
signed in the presence of the commissioner, which, as already stated, was physically
impossible due to the deponent?s infection with COVID-19 at the time.

-

-

the case of Uramin (Incorporated in British Columbia) t/a Areva Resources Southern Africa v Perie
2017 (1) SA 236 (GJ), the court allowed the use of a video link to lead evidence in a civil matter

The procedure followed by the legal practitioner can be summarised as follows:
-

relaxation of the requirement of person-to-person presence for administering of an oath. In

from witnesses who were abroad. The judge administered the oath to them virtually before

An unsigned draft founding affidavit was e-mailed to the deponent with instructions

their evidence was led. Similarly, in the Canadian Superior Court of Justice (see Rabbat et al v

to read, initial and sign it before e-mailing it back to the legal practitioner.

Nadon et al 2020 ONSC 2933) the court permitted the virtual commissioning of affidavits

The legal practitioner then engaged the services of a commissioner who, in the legal

considering the restrictions due to COVID-19.

practitioner ?s presence in the office of the commissioner spoke to the deponent via

The question of commissioning the oath without physical person-to-person presence arises

a video WhatsApp call.

more frequently in the digital era we live in. This judgment is a welcome guideline for litigants

Having identified the deponent as the person she professed to be, the commissioner

who require a departure from the rigidity of physical presence when commissioning

then posed the usual questions before she administered the oath in the

affidavits. One would be well-advised to take heed of the judgment and the process followed

conventional way, except that the deponent initialled and signed the affidavit prior

therein should you be in a position, which requires some departure from the Regulations.

to the video call.

Th eo St eyn BCom Law LLB (UP) LLM (Unisa) is a legal pr act it ion er at VZLR In c in Pr et or ia.

Considering the question posed, the court referred to
the full court judgment of S v Munnn 1973 (3) SA 734
(NC), which confirmed that the Regulations are
directory only and that non-compliance would not
invalidate an affidavit if there was substantial
compliance with the formalities in such a way as to
give

effect

to

the

purpose

of

obtaining

the

?

The question of
commissioning the oath
without physical
person- to- person presence
arises more frequently in
the digital era we live in

deponent?s signature to an affidavit. The Full Court in
the Munn case found that the purpose of obtaining
the deponent?s signature to an affidavit is primarily to
obtain irrefutable evidence that

the relevant

deposition

?

was indeed sworn

to.

This article was published with permission from the editor of De Rebus. The article first appeared
in 2021 (Dec) DR 9 and on the De Rebus website at www.derebus.org.za on 1 December 2021.

DID YOU KNOW

Consequently, non-compliance with the Regulations does not per se invalidate an affidavit.
As far back as 1973, the Munn case confirmed that the requirement of person-to-person
physical presence between a commissioner and deponent is not peremptory and can be
relaxed on proof on the facts of substantial compliance with the requirements.
In the case under discussion the court consequently held that there was substantial
compliance with the requirement for person-to-person presence in administering the oath

When you pass the CFE exam and receive
the designation, you automatically receive

Commissioner of Oaths
status?

for the founding affidavit.
This finding is in line with foreign case law where judicial recognition has been given to the
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We complied with the requirements set out in
the Government Gazette by providing a

ACFE SA
& PSIRA
EXEMPTION

member list of names to PSIRA. We now have
to provide PSiRA with an updated member
list. We have taken POPIA and other
legislation into consideration and therefore
only provided them with selected information
as per our agreement with PSIRA.
-

The exemption only applies to
individual members and not
companies. Only ACFE SA members in
good standing will be exempted from

PSiRA EXEM PTION CHECK LIST
-

Are you an ACFE SA member?
YES

paying PSiRA fees.
If you are an existing PSIRA member
and are unsure whether you are

NO

exempt, please contact Adv. Minette
Niemann (minette@acfesa.co.za) with
your membership information so that
we can advise PSIRA accordingly.

CLICK HERE TO
BECOME A MEMBER

Please do not cancel your PSIRA
membership; if you are an active
member, you will continue to be a

Are you a PSiRA member?
YES

member and will not be charged any

NO

PSIRA membership fees.
-

Joining PSiRA also holds in other
benefits as set out in the Act for Fraud
Examiners. Should you wish to join,

CLICK HERE TO
BECOME A MEMBER

please contact
Rocco.VANZYL@psira.co.za.

Are you a member in
good standing?
YES

-

We strongly encourage companies
with Corporate Sponsorship to ensure
that all of their employees are

DON'T KNOW

members of the ACFE SA to meet the
requirements outlined in the
Government Gazette.
CONTACT
NELLY@ACFESA.CO.ZA

Please send through your information or your
employees' information to Adv. Minette

Get your
PSiRA
exemption
today!

Niemann to ensure that the names appear on
the PSiRA exemption list.
Click h er e t o lear n m or e abou t ACFE SA
m em ber PSIRA exem pt ion
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ANTI-FRAUD TECHNOLOGY
BENCHMARKING REPORT

FREE RESOURCES
-

Reports to the Nations

Which technologies are most effective in helping organizations

-

Fraud Prevention Check-Up

manage their fraud risk? How are organizations successfully

-

Fraud Info Newsletter

-

Compensation Guide

-

ACFE Insights Blog

-

Fraud Risk Management Tools

-

Anti-Fraud Resource Guide

-

Free Resources

-

Find a CFE

harnessing the power of data and technology as part of their
anti-fraud programs? The answers to these and other questions can
be crucial in gaining management buy-in and successfully
implementing new anti-fraud technologies. Consequently, the ACFE
conducted a benchmarking study to help organizations understand
what anti-fraud technologies their peers are using and to assist in
guiding future adoption of anti-fraud technologies. We hope the
information contained in theAnti-Fraud Technology Benchmarking
Reporthelps organizations effectively evaluate anti-fraud
technologies so that they can remain one step ahead of potential fraud perpetrators.

Click h er e t o dow n load/ bu y t h e f u ll r epor t

OCCUPATIONAL FRAUD 2022:
A REPORT TO THE NATIONS
On Thursday, March 31, the ACFE released Occupational Fraud

2022: A Report to the Nations for publication. Some of the key
findings from the report are posted on the next page.. This summary

KEY

will give you an idea of some of the key information contained in this
year ?s report, which is based on 2,110 cases of occupational fraud

FI N DI N GS

that were investigated by CFEs in 133 countries throughout the
world. The report is a great resource to help CFEs educate their
clients and employers about the risk of occupational fraud, as well as
benchmark their anti-fraud programs against other organizations.
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VIEW REPORT
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ETH I CS

All three scenarios are examples where individuals

explain the consequences of decisions, which

are confronted with decisions about right or wrong.

progressively

Perhaps the decisions related to the scenarios

skills.

above are apparent for some individuals who will

have a sense of what is socially acceptable and

take the stationery and enjoy the catering profits

begin to understand what is considered right or

with your wife.

wrong. They start making decisions based on their

At the other end of the spectrum, you will find

ethical foundation, shaped since childhood.

individuals who will march the little girl back into

child?s immediate environment influences their

the shop to return the Pony (while secretly winking

ethical foundation.

at the security guard to pose as the police officer),

ethical conduct is expected in the workplace. Ethics

serious consequences. Taking stationery from work

management is explicitly outlined in King IV,

is perceived as stealing, and they will tell the

making

leadership about this. They would also tell their

honesty

make sure that they declare their conflict of

generation. Knowing what is right or wrong is not

the same Pony you told her to put back on the

did this make you feel? Have you taken stationery

assimilated or magically absorbed by a child. Right

shelf at the store. Slowly, it dawns on you that she

from work? Is this right or wrong? Did you replace

or wrong actions and decisions are modelled by

did not put it away but was playing with it all

the stationery at month end? Did you ask if you

adults and copied by children. Children eagerly

along, and it left the store with her. The thought of

can take the stationery?

watch what is being said and done.

being arrested for not paying for the toy Pony
briefly flashes through your mind, amplified with
images of a screaming, crying child as you take the
blue Pony from her clutching hands. What do you
do next? Ignore the fact that you did not pay for
the Pony? Apologetically return it to the shop? Or

ethics and

and family members usually share the same kind

contributor

to

ethics.

check. Ethics guard

its acceptable behaviours in

the

workplace. One such way to do this is to play our

of ethics code, which is passed on to the next

Ethics Board Game, which was developed in
collaboration with partners. In keeping with our
play ethos, the board game poses scenarios that
require decisions guided

by common ethical

standards while imparting important key messages
around ethics, playfully and

inclusively. Keep

Children younger than five years do not yet have

checking our website for announcements related

encounter. You

wife's catering

the cognitive capacity to distinguish between right

to launching the Cotlands Ethics Board Game that

business. The company you work for is hosting a

and wrong. They conform to what is expected

encourages ethical behaviour by adults in the

large function. The function committee you serve

because it benefits them, rather than knowing right

workplace.

on requests quotes from prospective catering

from wrong. Young children are likely to accept and

co-own

your

After all that has been said about ethics, both in

conform to the rules set by an authoritarian figure.

the workplace and in our private spaces, once can

the committee members. Your wife submits a

How about this scenario? You are under extreme

quote, and you are part of the committee that

financial distress, and it is the middle of the

awards the quote. The catering quote is awarded

dreaded "Januworry" month. Your children have a

to your wife's business. Is this ethical? What would

stationery list that will cost you an arm and a leg.

you do?
38

critical

Let us consider one last scenario that you may

suppliers. You do not disclose this to the rest of

make nothing of it?

a

by all to manage, align, encourage and entrench

blueprint for making decisions. Parents, siblings,

a few items from the stationery cupboard. How

and

Deliberate and continuous efforts need to be made

household has an ethics code that acts as a

shows you the blue Pony. You fleetingly recall it is

mandatory

against greed, fear, sloth, pride, and arrogance.

Childhood lays the foundations of ethics. Every

work and decide to s-t-r-e-t-c-h your cash by taking

as

corporate governance in

of awarding the catering quote.

you fasten her into her car seat. She proudly

management

Intellectual honesty keeps the "five sins" of good

interest, and recuse themselves from the process

You have access to the stationery cupboard at

ethics

inescapable. King IV also refers to intellectual

superior about their catering and décor business,

Your daughter, aged four, beams with delight as

A

Children become employees and leaders of whom

all to help explain that stealing is wrong and has

By DR M ONICA STACH

decision-making

By the time children reach their teenage years, they

convincingly argue that you should keep the Pony,

n [plural] - moral principles that
control or influence a person's
behaviour

develops ethical

School-going children learn about rules and the

be guided by this reasonable and solid standard:

consequences if rules are not followed. Children at

treat others as you would like to be treated.

school have to make choices based on whether it is
right or wrong. Ideally, adults should guide and
39

PEN - TESTI N G

also to expel an intruder from the system

hacking? because the tester mimics what

efficiently.

hackers would do, using hacking techniques to
probe for weaknesses and vulnerabilities and

A r eal-lif e ?cyber f ir e?

exploiting any loopholes found to discover the
The South African division of a US consumer

extent of penetration possible. Unfortunately,

credit bureau ? TransUnion ? recently had a

due

harrowing first-hand experience of a major

sensitive personal data on

demand

for

?experts? who set themselves up as Pen-testers

legitimate client?s credentials. Because of the

THE IM PORTANCE
OF SKILLED
PENETRATION
TESTING

ever-growing

here in South Africa, there are many security

was breached, allegedly via the use of a
its business, TransUnion

the

cybersecurity and the severe skills shortage

security attack. One of the company?s servers

nature of

to

without sufficient training and

holds

experience.

Many of them rely on automated tools, and

thousands of

they do

private individuals ? all customers of its

nothing more than

perform

IT

administration tasks. Automated tools may

corporate clients, many of them household

provide protection from mass attackers, but

names in South Africa.

they

won?t

identify

the

vulnerabilities

a

sophisticated cybercriminal will exploit.

The group claiming responsibility is called
N4aughtysecTU and is based in Brazil. It is

By NEWORDER

demanding

$15

million

TransUnion

as

ransom

in

bitcoin
money,

which

TransUnion has so far not paid. If the ransom is

?

?

Penetration testing (Pen- testing) is a bit like a fire drill for the security system.

not paid by 25th March, N4aughtsecTU is
threatening to leak personal data related to
President Cyril Ramaphosa, Julius Malema, and
various judges, lawyers, police and other public

Pen -t est in g is a cr it ical par t of cyber secu r it y

Of course, we all hope a fire never happens,

figures as well as the data of TransUnion?s

Penetration testing (Pen-testing) is vital for any

but if it does, it?s important that everyone

business customers. This is not just a threat to

organisation?s information security strategy.

knows how to exit the building and where to

personal privacy but to national security. In a

Why is it so important? Furthermore, why is it

congregate. Firefighters also use fire drills to

twist reminiscent of the Mafia, N4aughtysecTU

important

check that their evacuation and fire detection

is offering ?insurance? to companies whose

processes are effective.

data it has obtained. Payment of the ?hush

that

the

person

doing

the

Pen-testing has the requisite skills? And what
are the legal consequences of not doing it?
We?ll look at these in this article, as well as the

Penetration testing (Pen-testing) is a bit like a
fire drill for the security system. In fact, it?s

types of Pen-testing you might use.
Cyber ?f ir e dr ill?
Think of a cyberattack as a fire. It might start in
an obscure part of the building, in a waste bin
or insignificant corridor where few people ever
go. But unchecked, it can burn the building
down. As part of risk management, most

40

?

Because there is such a wide range of services
on offer, from the highly professional to the
barely competent, the ACFE, in conjunction
with

NEWORDER Information

Security Corporate Threat

and

Cyber

Protection,

developed a Pen-testing standard that

has
is

accepted as an industry-standard governing
service rendered by companies and individuals
within the Pen-testing realm. This standard
serves as a set of guidelines that potential

being leaked.

providers of Pen-testing services must comply
The

find the weaknesses where a fire might start

attacker are grave, as the TransUnion incident

before it starts, so it can be prevented from

demonstrates. The more ?fire drills? you

happening at all. Pen-testing also helps InfoSec

practise, the greater your chances of deterring

staff know what to do in the event of a

an attacker before they can do damage on this

?break-in?, in the same way, regular fire drills

scale.

train building occupants to know what to do in

Wh o is you r h ack er ?

not only to prevent and detect an attack but

?

money? will prevent the information from

more than that because Pen-testing aims to

the event of a fire. Pen-testing may also help

organisations run fire drills at regular intervals.

...the Pen- tester needs sufficient
skill to be able to use hacking
techniques without damaging
your network.

from

consequences of

penetration

by

an

with. Therefore, you can be confident of the
quality and professionalism of the NEWORDER
service offering.
Wh at

ar e

t he

r isk s of

in adequ at e

or

in ef f ect ive Pen -t est in g?
Skilled

Pen-testing is

important

not

just

because of the benefits but because of the
Pen-testing

is

sometimes

called

?ethical

damage it can do if done wrong. If the

41

penetration tests are not properly conducted,

about the system. This is a way of testing the

approach

toward

cybersecurity,

there may be several negative consequences,

system from a hacker ?s perspective: a black-box

ongoing penetration testing.?

such as:

Pen-test assumes zero-knowledge, i.e., the

including

ways a hacker might penetrate an application.
Only Pen-testing can do that. So if you want to
be able to trust the software you use and be

Secu r it y ? t h e m ost im por t an t par t of IT

average hacker; a grey-box Pen-test assumes

-

Servers crashed

-

Sensitive data exposed

-

Production data corrupted

-

Other adverse effects

the access and knowledge level of a user; and
white-box Pen-testing is done with full access to
the

source

code,

comprehensive
The Pen-tester effectively mimics a criminal

etc.,

internal

providing
and

a

external

sure you comply with all relevant data security
These days, the risk of

software is perhaps the most

hacker, and hacking into a system is invariably

legislation,

important

Legal

an d

r egu lat or y

n eed

f or

sk illed

by

a

skilled

and

your IT toolkit.

testing is essential, and no developer would
an

application

without

performing

ACFE SA PEN-TESTING
STANDARDS

security testing on it. But security testing on its

a risky thing to do from a technical perspective.

Pen-testing

reputable tester is the most important tool in

technical challenge organisations face. Security
build

vulnerability assessment.

having insecure

own is not enough. It cannot check for all the

Pen -t est in g

Therefore, the Pen-tester needs sufficient skill
to be able to use hacking techniques without

Pen-testing is such an important part of

damaging your network.

cybersecurity

that

it

is

now

a

required

component of many regulatory and compliance

Test conditions need to be realistic. If your IT

schemes worldwide, such as the GDPR in

team knows the Pen-testing is taking place,

Europe. Closer to home, the Protection of

they may ?secure your defences? and make the

Personal Information Act (POPIA) came into full

organisation appear stronger than it actually is.

force in July 2021. However, not all companies

However, you won?t have any advance warning

are yet fully compliant. Non-compliance is

when a real cyber-attack happens! So the

highly risky, as POPIA contains personal liability

Pen-test must be conducted under similar

for business owners. Not only could the

simulated conditions, i.e., the majority of

business?s reputation be tarnished, but the

employees are not aware of it.

responsible party could also wind up in jail! The
Lastly, you must be sure you absolutely trust

responsible party is the party who controls the

the Pen-tester you engage. One of the risks

procedures

associated with the shortage of skilled cyber

and

purpose

of

personal

processing information. A responsible party

professionals and the tendency for ?amateurs?

could be a website, a retirement fund, or a

to pose as experienced Pen-testers is that you

homeowners? association, but in a commercial

have no way of knowing how trustworthy your

context, it is usually the business owner.

tester is. Get it wrong, and there may be a
Louis Steenkamp of LS Incorporated (LS Inc), an

serious security breach.

established Gauteng law firm specialising in
Types of Pen -t est in g
There

are

multiple

commercial and corporate law with particular
Pen-testing:

expertise in fraud investigations, says, ?POPIA

(application

carries with it the threat of financial and

Th e ACFE SA w ou ld love t o k n ow w h y YOU becam e a CFE an d

application,

reputational damages for organisations that

w h at you r jou r n ey as a CFE h as been lik e. If you w ou ld lik e t o

mobile application, and build and configuration

are found to be in contravention. Penalties will

sh ar e you r CFE st or y, click on t h e lin k below :

review. There are also different levels of

be imposed for non-compliance and can range

Pen-testing,

much

up to a substantial R10 million. Therefore,

is given

businesses need to take a more proactive

network,
programming

types

wireless,
interface),

depending

of

ARE YOU A CFE?

API
web

on

how

information/knowledge the tester
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SUBM IT YOUR CFE STORY HERE
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to serve the public rather than self interest in the course of their professional and private
obligations.

ETHICAL
BEHAVIOUR

The ACFE Code of Conduct requires all its members to meet the rigorous criteria for admission
to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. Thereafter, they must consistently exemplify the
highest moral and ethical standards and must agree to abide by the bylaws of the ACFE and its
Code of Professional Ethics. The members of Professional Accountancy Organisations (PAOs) are
subjected to similar requirements.
While Professional Accountants are the custodians of much of the evidence on which the
Certified Fraud Examiners rely to unravel real or perceived financial fraud, it is incumbent on

An Essential Pillar for Successful
Professionals

these professionals to continuously develop their ethical competencies so as to sustainably
deliver on their primary duty of serving the public interest .
Good Governance

By Evan s M u ler a
Good governance draws its value from embracing and financing ethical institutional policy
actions that create long term value for stakeholders by appropriately addressing their relevant
needs, interests and value expectations consistent with the institutional purpose thereby
increasing trust and giving legitimacy to the professionals charged with governing the concerned
entities.
Organisations with strong governance provide discipline and structure; instill ethical values in

?

employees and train them in the proper procedures; and exhibit behavior at the board and

for success in realising long term sustainable corporate value creation. Every professional has a

executive levels that the rest of the organisation emulates.

duty to embrace ethical behavior to avoid engaging in actions that go against the interests of

Society places trust in professionals charged with governance and expects them to undertake
their roles in ways that advance long term societal
value

and

progress.

Their

public

The King IV Code on Governance places high premium on ethical culture as a critical ingredient

stakeholders that have risked their resources by trusting that those charged with organisational
governance will act in ways that protects stakeholder interests and those of the general public.

interest

responsibility includes among other things the need

to carefully reflect upon the impact their actions,
conduct and behavior might have on society. The
infamous WireCard Scandal represents one of the
largest incidents of ethical failure in recent times
and has shown that, when professionals and
regulatory and oversight bodies fail to uphold

...when professionals and
regulatory and oversight
bodies fail to uphold ethical
standards, it negatively
impacts their effectiveness
and results in undesired
losses for investors and the
general public.

?

ethical standards, it negatively impacts their effectiveness and results in undesired losses for
investors and the general public.

The ethical focus above should be anchored on organizational processes for strengthening the
control environment to ensure effective oversight and prevention of fraud and unethical
behaviour that could result in financial losses and tainting of the organisation?s brand and
reputation.

Ethical Behavior and Principles
Professional bodies have set out principles that must be observed to guard against the risk of
losing professional independence that results in the undesired compromise of professional
standards at the expense of the stakeholders as illustrated in the Wirecard and other reported

Professionals benefit from good and are penalised by bad reputations. They are expected to act

scandals. For example, these principles, which govern the conduct of professional accountants -

in a way that upholds the reputation of their profession and to demonstrate their commitment

when adhered to - contribute to the success of the work of Certified Fraud Examiners by
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assuring reliable information for establishing facts and evidence to realise fraud prevention,

possibility of inadvertent disclosure, particularly to a close business associate or a close or

investigation, detection and remedial actions. These include: Objectivity; Integrity; Professional

immediate family member. They must also maintain confidentiality of information disclosed by a

Competence and Due Care; Confidentiality; and lastly but not least, Professional Behaviour.

prospective client or employer and confidentiality of information within the consultancy/firm or
employing organization.

Objectivity
Objectivity imposes an obligation on all professionals not to compromise their professional or

Professional Behaviour

business judgment because of bias, conflict of interest or the undue influence of others. They

This principle imposes an obligation on all professionals to comply with relevant laws and

must not perform a professional activity or service if a circumstance or relationship biases or

regulations and avoid any action that the professional knows or should know may discredit the

unduly influences their professional judgment with respect to that service.

profession. This includes actions that a reasonable and informed third party, weighing all the
specific facts and circumstances available to the professional at that time, would be likely to

Integrity

conclude adversely affects the good reputation of the profession. In marketing and promoting
Integrity imposes an obligation on all professionals to be straightforward and honest in all

themselves and their work, professionals must not bring the profession into disrepute.

professional and business relationships. It also implies fair dealing and truthfulness.
Professionals should not knowingly be associated with reports, returns, communications or
other information where they believe that the information: contains a materially false or
misleading statement; contains statements or information furnished recklessly; or omits or
obscures information required to be included where such omission or obscurity would be
misleading. When professionals become aware that a fellow professional has been associated
with such information, they must take steps to be disassociated from that information.
Professional Competence and Due Care

Professionals must be honest and truthful and not make exaggerated claims for the services
they are able to offer, the qualifications they possess, or experience they have gained; or make
disparaging references or unsubstantiated comparisons to the work of others.
Conclusion
The numerous disciplinary cases by professional bodies, regulators, oversight bodies, court
rulings against audit firms, corporate scandals, to name but a few have laid brutally and
surgically bare the critical importance of upholding professional ethics. All professionals must

This principle requires professionals to maintain professional knowledge and skill at the level
required to ensure that clients or employers receive competent professional service; to act
diligently in accordance with applicable technical and professional standards when performing
professional activities or providing professional services. Competent professional service
requires the exercise of sound judgment in applying professional knowledge and skill in the

therefore unequivocally commit to upholding ethical standards.
Key Sources
ACFE Code of Conduct; IESBA Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants; Harvard Business Review;
King IV Code on Governance; Fundamentals of Financial Management ? Bringham & Houston; Online
Research.

performance of such service. Professional competence may be divided into two separate
phases: attainment of professional competence; and maintenance of professional competence.
Confidentiality
Confidentiality imposes an obligation on professionals to refrain from disclosing outside the
consultancy/firm or employing organisation confidential information acquired as a result of
professional and business relationships without proper and specific authority or unless there is
a legal or professional right or duty to disclose; and from using confidential information
acquired as a result of professional and business relationships to their personal advantage or
the advantage of third parties.
Professionals must maintain confidentiality, including in a social environment, being alert to the
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ACFE SA BROCHURES
MEMBER
BENEFITS
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CERTI FI ED FRAUD EXAM I N ER

AFRICATA

CONGRATULATI ONS!

Anti-Fraud Risk Investigations & Compliance Academy

NEW CFEs
CFE
COURSES
Advanced Certificate: Fraud
Examination (CFE) Courses 2022
Lesot h o
04 - 07 July
Esw at in i
15- 18 July

SHORT
COURSES

M au r it iu s/ M adagascar / Reu n ion
19-22 September

Gau t en g
09-20 May

Et h ics: 11 May 2022

Kw aZu lu -Nat al
09 - 20 May

Con du ct in g In t er n al In vest igat ion s:

Cape Tow n
11 - 22 July

An t i- M on ey Lau n der in g: 7- 8 June

23 - 24 May 2022

2022
East er n Cape
10 - 21 October

Pr of ession al In t er view in g Sk ills: 28 29 June 2022

Cen t r al
22 August - 02 September

Con t act AFRICA Tr ain in g Academ y at
t r ain in g@af r icat a.co.za
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N AM E

SURNAM E

REGION

KAGO

M ADIKWE

BOTSWANA

ODIRILE LAMECH

N GWEBULA

BOTSWANA

OREBOTSE ALPHEUS

N KILE

BOTSWANA

ALFRED

VAN DER WESTHUIZEN

CAPE TOWN

HILTON

HOPE

CAPE TOWN

SOMAYA

DU TOIT

CAPE TOWN

ZAHEER

HOOSAIN

CAPE TOWN

PRIOSHINI

PILLAY

EAST LONDON

LULAMILE PATRICK

JAMES

EATERN CAPE

CHERE

M YBURGH

FREE STATE

JOHANNES WILHELMUS

BOTHA

FREE STATE

LME

M ULLER

FREE STATE

PALESA

RAMPAI

FREE STATE

ANDREW

SANGWENI

GAUTENG

ANNETTE

OPPERMAN

GAUTENG
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BADISANG GABRIEL

M OGOROSI

GAUTENG

PRIMROSE N ONTANDO

SIBANDA

GAUTENG

BUHLEBENKOSI

SIBANDA

GAUTENG

PUMLA

N TSUBANE

GAUTENG

CAMERON

STEWART

GAUTENG

RAMATSIMELA CHEGOFATSO

M PHAHLELE

GAUTENG

CILLIERS

ENSLIN

GAUTENG

SANMARIE

STORM

GAUTENG

ELIZABETH

HAYWARD

GAUTENG

SATHASIVAN XAVIER

APPANA

GAUTENG

FAZEL

FRAZENBURG

GAUTENG

SATHIASEELAN

SOMIAH

GAUTENG

FRANCOIS JACOBUS

DU PLESSIS

GAUTENG

SEID

TURKOVIC

GAUTENG

JACOBUS PETRUS

SWANEPOEL

GAUTENG

SINOVUYO

TSENGWA

GAUTENG

JAPIE

STORM

GAUTENG

SOBAHLE

THWALA

GAUTENG

SONITA PREMLAL

SOMLAL

GAUTENG

KANYANE CHARMAINE

M PHAHLELE

GAUTENG
THABO ANDREW

N KOMO

GAUTENG

THOBILE

BARAZA

GAUTENG

THUSO CLIFFORD

M OLEFE

GAUTENG

VHUTHUHAWE OSCAR

M ULOVHEDZI

GAUTENG

VUTOMI

CHAUKE

GAUTENG

ASANDA

N CAYIYANA

KWAZULU-N ATAL

LAKEN

PETERS

KWAZULU-N ATAL

SHELTON

BEAULE

KWAZULU-N ATAL

ZIMASA

FUMBA

KWAZULU-N ATAL

KATLEGO M APULA
KHOLIWE
KHURAISHA
KOLODI REGINALD

SEOTLO
N GWENYA
PATEL
CHUKUDU

GAUTENG
GAUTENG
GAUTENG
GAUTENG

KRIBAGARI

M AHABEER

GAUTENG

M AMODIMO

M ATLAISANE

GAUTENG

M ELODY

JARRETT-BAKER

GAUTENG

N ATASHA

BROWN

GAUTENG

N HLANHLA- RONALD

M BOKAZI

GAUTENG

JACOBUS DANIEL

VENTER

LIMPOPO

N KOSANA

M BASHI

GAUTENG

M AKHADZI PRECIOUS

RAMBAU

LIMPOPO

N TOKOZO

ZAMA

GAUTENG

PATRICK

ZAIPA

M ALAWI

PAUL

M ENTE

GAUTENG

BHEKUMUZI

N KOSI

M PUMALANGA

PHUMELELE

KHUMALO

GAUTENG

HUBERT

ADENDORFF

M PUMALANGA
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ANWAR

M USTAPHA

WESTERN CAPE

M ANDY

HEYNS

WESTERN CAPE

SOLOMON

N GOMA

ZIMBABWE

ACFE SA

Well done everyone!
REGULATORY & DISCIPLINE
The ACFE SA is passionate about keeping our members
updated and informed at all times. Therefore, we strive to
keep our content relevant and up to date in order to
enhance

and

promote

professionalism

and

ethical

behaviour in the industry. Below are the latest Disciplinary
WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATION

CFEs AS PROFESSIONALS

REQUIREM ENTS FOR A CFE?

A certified Fraud Examiner is a leader in the

Procedure; Code of Ethics and Professional Standards.

solid

anti-fraud community and is regarded as an expert

commitment, existing knowledge, experience and the

in preventing, detecting and deterring fraud. CFEs

will to succeed. The standards for the certification are

from a variety of professions, including accounting,

set by the ACFE?s Board of Regents.

internal auditing, legal, consulting, law enforcement,

important for the promotion of ethical behaviour. Being

security and loss prevention, actively fight fraud.

informed can make the difference between ethical and

CFEs represent the highest standards held by the

unethical behaviour. In the world of anti-fraud and

ACFE and possess expertise in all aspects of the

anti-corruption, ignorance is all but bliss.

Pursuing

the

CFE

Credential

requires

CFE?s must demonstrate professional skills in the areas
of fraud prevention and detection. To become a CFE,
you

need

to

meet

the

following

minimum

We encourage our members to familiarise themselves
with these documents. How we conduct ourselves is

anti-fraud profession.

requirements:
-

-

Bachelor ?s Degree from
an
accredited
institution;
Two or more years of professional experience in
a field related to fraud prevention and
detection;
Successful completion of the CFE Examination

ADVANTAGES OF BECOM ING A CERTIFIED

CLICK ON THE LINKS BELOW:

FRAUD EXAM INER
Obtaining the CFE credential immediately sets you

ACFE SA DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE

apart from the competition and boosts you to the
top of your profession. Fraud Examiners have a
unique set of skills absent from any other discipline;

SCARCE SKILL

they combine knowledge of complex financial
The Fraud Examiner occupation has been registered by

transactions with an understanding of investigation,

the

law and how to resolve allegations of fraud. Not

Insurance

Additionally,
registered

SETA

the
under

as

Fraud
the

a

priority/scarce

Examiner
Top

10

skill.

occupation

Sectoral

is

Priority

only are they trained to understand how fraud
occurs, but also the reason behind it.

ACFE CODE OF ETHICS
ACFE PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

Occupations for 2019/2020 as set out by this SETA.
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SETA

WSP
ATR

LGSETA

M er SETA

M ICTSETA

M qaSETA

Closing Date

Closing Date

Closing date

Closing Date

30 April 2022

30 April 2022

30 April 2022

30 April 2022

CLICK HERE

Agr iSETA

Ban k SETA

Closing Date

Closing Date

30 April 2022, 24:00

30 April 2022, 24:00

CLICK HERE

AGRISETA MANDATORY
GRANTS BOOKLET

CLICK HERE

RESKILLING FUNDING
WINDOW

CLICK HERE

SASSETA

PSETA
Closing Date

PSETA granted one month extension
to all registered stakeholders
(employers) for the submission of
WSP until 31 May 2022.

CATHSSETA

CETASETA

ETDPSETA

Closing Date

Closing Date

Closing Date

30 April 2022

30 April 2022

30 April 2022

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

PDF DOC.

30 April 2022
SUBMISSION

WEBSITE

Discr et ion ar y Gr an t
For Private Sector
Only Closing date:
14 April 2022, 24:00

WEBSITE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

Ser vices SETA
Closing Date
30 April 2022

Tet aSETA

W&RSETA

Closing Date: 30 April 2022

Closing Date

WEBSITE

30 April 2022

St r at egicPr oject s:Requirements& Application

EWSETA

FASSET

Closing Date

Closing Date

31 May 2022

31 May 2022

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

INSETA
Closing Date: 30 April 2022

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE
CLICK HERE

Th e ACFE SA is bu sy w it h a pr oject t o u pdat e all m em ber s w it h t h eir SETA in f or m at ion in or der
t o assist ou r m em ber s. Th e aim of t h is pr oject is t o in f or m you w h en SETA f u n din g w in dow s ar e

CLICK HERE

open in g an d t o assist com pan ies w it h applyin g f or f u n din g.

EXTENSION OF DG FUNDING WINDOW, 2022/2023 - New closing Date: 13 April 2022

Sh ou ld you r eceive an em ail f r om Ch an t ell Bosh of f at t h e ACFE SA r equ est in g you r SETA

FOR APPLICATION FOR DISCRETIONARY GRANT FUNDING FOR 2022/23 - FOR CANDIDACY AND
ADULT EDUCATION & TRAINING THIS FUNDING IS OPEN TO TRAIN CFES

in f or m at ion , k in dly assist h er w it h t h is in f or m at ion .
For m or e in f or m at ion an d assist an ce, con t act Ch an t ell Bosh of f at

CLICK HERE

ch an t ell@acf esa.co.za or 012 346 1913
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* Please note that prices are subject to change.

GO GO GADGET!
GET CHARGED
ON THE RUN PROJECTOR

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

This portable, wireless Kodak
projector is compact enough to fit in a
briefcase for a quick presentation.
It enlarges a screen up to 150" ,
produces clear images and comes
with built-in surround sound speakers, and a headphone jack.
R643,00, Pc link Computers

This ultra slim wireless charging
pad is compatible with wireless
devices including Apple
iPhones and Samsung phones.
R349,00, Takealot

STAY I N CHARGE
Undoubtedly one of the most useful devices of the 21st century and the one
with the highest review score here - the power bank. It is highly reliable,
compact and lightweight. It can also charge your phone up to 3 times!
R195,00, Takealot

BON DIN G AT
THE OFFICE

GET AWAY FROM TH E N OI SE

This ballpoint pen does not only
write, it records as well. Perfect
for recording interviews and
minutes during meetings.

These headphonescan filter
noise to a mere 20db. It is also
voice command compatible via
Apple Siri or Google Voice.

R249,00, Takealot

R949,00, Takealot

?

You can't wait until life
isn't hard anymore,
before you decide to
be happy

THE WRI TER' S BLOCK
This right here, is for all the eco-conscious scribblers. The Rocketbook
comprises of 32 pages that are effortlessly wiped off with a damp cloth
when paired with a Pitol Frixion pen. It distinguishes itself as the first
reusable notepad of its kind.

Available (online only) R840,00, Makro
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Nightbirde

?

29/12/1990 - 19/02/2022
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SERVI CE PROVI DER

S
E
TI

I
T
R
E
V
D
A

I
A
N
S
U
T
E
R
F
O
C
P
A
VERI TAS M AGAZI N E
P
O
ADVERTISE IN THE QUARTERLY
G
N
VERITAS M AGAZINE
I
S

GET LISTED AS A SERVICE PROVIDER ON
THE ACFE SA WEBSITE
You can list your services under our Service Provider
web page for anyone looking for your expertise to find.
Our members are often looking for experts , if you
advertise here, this is where they'll find you.

VIEW SERVICE PROVIDERS

Our Veritas brings our members up to date with the
latest news and developments within the ACFE SA. It

ADVERTISING FORM

is also a source for anti-fraud practitioners to stay
up to date with fraud trends in the industry, not only

CAREER CEN TRE
DO YOU HAVE JOB VACANCIES IN THE ANTI-FRAUD
INDUSTRY? ADVERTISE FOR FREE!

in South Africa, but globally.

ADVERTISING FORM

The ACFE SA has a dedicated Career Centre linked to our website that
anyone can visit to browse for career links and vacancies. If you want

ADVERTISING FORM

anti-fraud specialists and professionals to view your vacancy and apply
for the job, you can advertise for free. The best candidate in the best
position, ensures industry growth and excellence.

VISIT CAREER CENTRE

EMAIL THE ACFE SA

Con t act Zan él Jor daan at zan el@acf esa.co.za
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f or m or e in f or m at ion
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MEMBER BENEFITS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
Networking Opportunities

Extending your time:
-

Quarterly e- Magazine
Monthly Newsletter
International Fraud Magazine
(international members only)
Online resources

-

Grow your network:
-

part of the ACFE SA Chapter
membership
Ex Officio Commissioner of Oath
Status
The Fraud Examiner occupation
is now recognised as a scarce
skill and is registered as a Top 10
Sectoral Priority Occupation by
INSETA

-

Members attending chapter meetings will have

Fulfilling your continuing education (CPE)

the chance to network with experienced

requirements for the CFE or other designations

professionals, and other fraud fighters.

is easy since we offer various learning events .

Members have the opportunity to learn and
share techniques, learn best practices and

Promoting Fraud Awareness In Your Community

expand their skills.
Chapters enable members to be personally
Mentoring Opportunities

involved in the anti-fraud profession through

If you are new to the profession, chapter

training that also meets the needs of the local

involvement is a great way to learn from the

community.

best. If you are an experienced professional,

Networking events
ACFE Annual African Conference
Annual ACFE Golf Days
Regional events
Training events
International Fraud Awareness
Week
Forums

Leadership Roles Available

membership in a chapter gives you the chance

Save Money:
-

Discounted rates for members
on:
Training courses
Annual Conferences
All ACFE SA members in good
standing are exempted from
paying PSIRA fees.

Setting you apart from the rest:
-

Continuing Professional Education

to mentor the next generation of anti-fraud

If you are looking to become a leader in the

professionals.

anti-fraud community, chapter participation is a
great place to start. Serving on the Regional

Quality, Affordable Local Training

Committees or the Chapter Board of Directors

All chapter meetings and training events are

provides the opportunity to develop your

planned by ACFE members and reflect what is

leadership skills while serving your community in

relevant to your development as a member of

a rewarding capacity.

the ACFE. These meetings offer members the

Other benefits include:

opportunity to ask questions and gain valuable
information they can apply to their job. The

-

Chapter also conducts full-day seminars offering

Advance your career
Increase your earning potential
Distinguish yourself from your
colleagues by attending our
training courses (matriculants
and students can also attend)
Improve your marketability and
job security (globally and locally)
Gain professional visibility and
credibility
Receive an NQF Level 7 if you
pass your CFE exam and are a

Other offerings:
-

-

Toyota ? minimum of 3%off on
all Toyota vehicles (PTA)
Ford ? minimum of 8%off
selective Ford vehicles (Allen
Josh)
Refer a member and receive a
10%discount on training courses

10%discount if you take an automatic
renewal on your membership.

library

a range of speakers and topics to assist with

-

Ethical standards

your skills development, ensuring that you are

-

Eligibility to access to the unique ACFE

up to date with the latest trends in the market.

SA/TransUnion Enquiry System

Members can earn CPE credits attending chapter

-

Regulating of the industry

events.
SAQA Accreditation
The ACFE Certified Fraud Examiners
International exam has been registered on the

CLICK HERE FOR MORE
INFORMATION & TO APPLY

NQF by SAQA at NQF level 7. This makes the
designation the first of its kind to be both
internationally and locally recognised as the
standard for a Forensic Investigator / Auditor.
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An electronic newsletter and a video
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CREDIT BUREAUS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS
CAR DEALERSHIPS

Ben ef it :
As part of our commitment to work with industry on these
solutions, we are committing special pricing to all ACFE
members on the Risk Suite of Products.
Con t act : 010 590 9505 | kyc@cpbonline.co.za

Ben ef it :
Members receive better rates on checks.
Con t act Fiyaz: fbuckas@xds.co.za

Ben ef it :

Ben ef it :

Guaranteed minimum of 6% discount on
all vehicles.

Provide all ACFE SA Members with special
pricing offers on models available from the
CMH Fleet Solutions brand range.

Con t act Robbie:
robbie@allenjossford.co.za

Con t act M ich ael: michaelj@cmh.co.za

VEHICLE RENTALS
Ben ef it :
Provide members with the best rates for vehicle rental
with First Car Rental.
Click h er e f or Hot Wh eels; Click h er e f or m or e in f o
Con t act Su zan n e: suzanneb@cmh.co.za

Ben ef it :
Members will receive better rates as well as, the ''Best Rate
of the Day". They will become Preferred Avis Members,
eligible for all Preferred Member Benefits

Ben ef it :
Provide all ACFE SA Members with special pricing
offers and discounts.

Con t act Telly: telly.thumina@avisbudget.co.za
Ben ef it :

Con t act : Zelda Steenkamp: 065 926 3813
/zelda@gyspitzermotors.co.za OR
Rainier Prinsloo: 072 605 4337 /
rainier@gyspitzermotors.co.za

Guaranteed minimum of 3% discount
on all vehicles.

OTHER

Con t act Hest er : hesterj1@pnt1.co.za
Ben ef it :
Provides guaranteed 50% discount on the Quickbooks
subscription fee for the first twelve months
Con t act Lou is: louis@equality.co.za

Ben ef it :
Provide members with preferential
offers on the website/point of sale
materials on vehicles. Guaranteed
minimum of 3% discount on all vehicles.

Ben ef it :
Provide members with special pricing offers
on models within the company brand range.

Con t act Ch r izaan :
chrizaan.devilliers@volvocars.com

Con t act Wayn an d: gm@v4all.co.za
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M OU PARTNERS

IIA NAMIBIA

AFRICA
MOUs
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UPDATE YOUR
EMAIL SIGNATURE

CFE SEAL LOGO

Updat e you r em ail sign at u r e w it h t h e ACFE SA Cer t Sign at u r e.

If you are a CFE in good standing, don't forget about this exclusive
benefit...

In keeping up with technology, the ACFE SA will be offering members a solution where, by adding the
'CertSignature' to your email signature, others will have the opportunity to verify your membership
without you having to forward them your membership certificate with a click of a button or merely
by scanning the QR code in your signature.

Purchase the CFE Seal Logo from the ACFE International for your letterheads or business cards:
LETTERHEAD
-

The process to make use of this nice-to-have will be as follows:
1. Once proof of payment has been received, the ACFE SA will send a membership Certificate to
your Vault.
2. You will receive an email with a copy of your certificate and 'MyCertsSignature'. It is designed
for you to add to your email signature.
3. The signature contains a QR Code that when scanned views the certificate, which companies
can use to verify that you are a paid-up member of the ACFE SA.
4. Most new smart phones will scan the QR Code directly when hovering the camera over the
code. For older phones, download i-nigma from your app store.

Note that CFEs will be issued with the ACFE Seal option while all Affiliates and Associates will be
issued with the ACFE logo signature.

-

BUSINESS CARDS

letterhead branded only with the CFE Seal logo so
you can promote your fraud prevention practice;
or letterhead branded with your company logo
and the CFE Seal logo to showcase your expertise
as a Certified Fraud Examiner within your
company.

-

-

business cards branded only with the CFE Seal
logo so you can promote your fraud prevention
practice;
or business cards branded with your company
logo and the CFE Seal logo to showcase your
expertise as a Certified Fraud Examiner within
your company.

Click here for more information
BRANDING
ACFE Brand Standards are designed to help you promote yourself and your affiliation with the ACFE. Click on the link
below for more information on which logos to use and technical guidelines for how to use them.

Should you as a Member or

Click here for the Brand Guidebook

WRITE AN

If you have questions about this or other trade mark issues, feel free to contact Jaco de Jager at jaco@acfesa.co.za

Company wish to write an

DON'T MISS OUT. TIMES ARE CHANGING AND SO SHOULD YOU...

interesting article relevant to the
Forensic Industry for the quarterly

CFEs

ARTICLE

Magazine, you can email your
request to Zanél Jordaan at
zan el@acf esa.co.za.
The views expressed in the articles

Associates

FOR THE

reflect the author(s) opinions and
do not necessarily reflect the views
of the publisher and editor.

VERITAS

Affiliates
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As fraud becomes increasingly more prevalent and

ABOUT
THE
ACFE

complicated, the ACFE (Association of Certified
Fraud Examiners) is continually researching and
developing new publications, self-study products,
and

cutting-edge

fraud

training

conferences

RECOGNITION &
REPRESENTATION

designed to educate and prepare fraud examiners
for the challenges they face.
Fraud costs organisations worldwide an estimated
five per cent of their annual revenues, according to a

study conducted by the ACFE. If applied to the 2015 estimated Gross World Product, this translates
to a potential projected global fraud loss of approximately ($3,893 billion) R54,4 trillion.
As an ACFE member, you receive many valuable benefits that help to promote your professional and
career development. These benefits include access to member ?s only services and resources as well
as discounts on many of ACFE?s valuable products. Membership is open to any person who qualifies

ACFE SA is registered by SAQA as a professional body, per the requirements set out in the National
Qualifications Framework Act, Act 67 of 2008. This Act defines what a professional body is, what a
professional designation is, and thereby also stipulates who will be regarded as a professional and an
expert in South Africa. A Professional body is defined as any body of expert practitioners in an occupational
field, and includes an occupational body. Professional designation is defined as a title or status conferred by
a professional body in recognition of a person?s expertise and/or right to practice in an occupational field.
This officially affords professional status to everybody with the CFE qualification, and recognises the ACFE SA
as constituted to represent and/or regulate a recognised community of experts.
-

and is interested in, or engaged in, the practice or teaching of preventing, detecting or deterring
fraud.
There is no better time than today to enhance your career and invest in your future by becoming a

-

Member of the Association.
-

ABOUT THE ACFE SA

-

The ACFE SA (Association of Certified Fraud Examiners South African Chapter) is an official national
Chapter of the ACFE International, and is a recognised professional body for fraud examination
practitioners in South Africa. ACFE SA is registered by the South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA), in terms of the National Qualifications Framework Act, Act 67 of 2008, which officially affords

-

ACFE SA has a proud history and track record. ACFE SA was established in South Africa in 1998, while
the ACFE International has been operating since 1988. As such the ACFE is a well established and
internationally recognised organisation.
On the International and local level, the CFE Designation is recognised by Government, Courts,
Academic Institutions. Most Companies and the Industry, in general, recognise and accept ACFE
membership and the CFE Designation as a premier qualification.
ACFE has a significant footprint and membership base. We have more than 6 000 registered
individual members in South Africa, representing approximately 600 companies. On the
International level the ACFE has more than 85 000 members, over 250 chapters and are
represented in over 180 countries.
ACFE SA provides the premier forum and platform for Forensic Practitioners to network and interact,
as can be seen at our well-attended events and our Imbizo - a unique forum for leaders of the
Industry to participate in an interactive process aimed at improving our industry through agreed
resolutions and action points.
ACFE SA promotes our members?services through our website, and Career Centres.
Our members, and specifically CFEs, are in high demand in the job market.

professional status to everybody with the CFE qualification, and recognises the ACFE SA as
constituted to represent and regulate anti-fraud professionals who are members of ACFE SA.
The ACFE SA?s objectives are to actively promote and develop the profession, it's credibility, and the
standards and quality of our members in South Africa. The ACFE SA upholds and supports the
fundamental tenets of the profession ? the Code of Ethics and the International Standards for the
Professional Practice of the anti-fraud professional.
The ACFE provides bona fide qualifications through administration of the CFE International
Examination which is recognised as an NQF Level 7 qualification with SAQA. The CFE® mark asserts
that the anti-fraud professional has met stringent qualification and competency requirements and
adheres to an uncompromising code of ethics and professional standards.
Members of the ACFE SA benefit from ongoing educational opportunities, publications and updates

MISSION

-

The mission of the Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners is
to reduce the incidence of fraud
and white-collar crime and to
assist the members in fraud
detection and deterrence. To
accomplish our mission, the
ACFE:

-

Provides bona fide qualifications for Certified Fraud Examiners
through administration of the CFE Examination.
Sets high standards for admission, including demonstrated
competence through mandatory continuing professional
education.
Requires Certified Fraud Examiners to adhere to a strict code of
professional conduct and ethics.
Serves as the international representative for Certified Fraud
Examiners to business, government and academic institutions.
Provides leadership to inspire public confidence in the integrity,
objectivity and professionalism of Certified Fraud Examiners.

featuring the latest developments, as well as unique networking opportunities that promote
professional and career development.
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CON TACT DETAILS
Jaco de Jager (CEO) | jaco@acfesa.co.za
Anél de Meyer (Execut ive Personal Assist ant ) | anel@acfesa.co.za
Melanie Venter (Finances) | melanie@acfesa.co.za
Blessed Moloto (Finance Assist ant ) | blessed@acfesa.co.za
Anit a Nel (Training & Development ) | anita@acfesa.co.za
Port ia Mphagi (Training & Development Assist ant ) | portia@acfesa.co.za
Nelly Khoza (Membership) | nelly@acfesa.co.za
Adv. Minet te Niemann (Legal) | minette@acfesa.co.za
Zanél Jordaan (Branding & Communicat ions) | zanel@acfesa.co.za
Kat leho Seqapot sa (Branding & Communicat ion Assist ant ) | katleho@acfesa.co.za

EDITORIAL

TEAM

Zanél Jordaan | Kat leho Seqapot sa

COM PAN Y IN FO
ACFE SA
Block A De Goedehoop Close Office Park, 121 Sovereign Drive, Route 21 Corporate Park, Centurion.
Tel: +27 (12) 346 1913 | FAX: +27 (12) 346 1927
w w w .acfesa.co.za
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